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ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of

a program to evaluate a C-130 dual rail
modification for a fixed pin 108-inch
platform usage for single unit drops, in
the range of 27, 500 to 35, 000 pounds,
an evaluation of the fixed pin 108-inch
"Comex" combat expendable platform,
and evaluation of flying qualities (sta-
bility and control) of the C-130B during
heavy drop aerial delivery. Force-
time histories during parachute deploy-
ment and opening in the individual load
suspension slings and parachute risers
were obtained.

Tests determined that the Aerial
Unloading Kit, Model AF/A32H-1.
although generally functionally suitable
for use with the 108-inch "Comex"
platform for drops in the range of
27, 500 to 35, 000 pounds, should not be
accepted for operational use until the
modifications as recommended in this
report are accomplished. The 24-foot
$'Comex" platform is suitable for air
drops of unit loads of from 27, 500 to
35, 000 pounds. Inadequate instrumenta-
tion prevented the determination of any
flight safety conditions involving the
exceeding of design limitations of the
aircraft when air dropping unit loads
with weights ranging from 27, 500 to
35, 000 pounds. Test results also
indicate that the AR/AAV vehicle can
be dropped from a C-130B aircraft
without encountering any aircraft load-
clearance problems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
AUTHORITY drops in the range of 27, 500 to

35, 000 pounds.

The authority for the testing reported

herein is Air Research and Development 2. Functional evaluation of the
Command message RDRA 2-11-2, dated fixed pin 108-inch "Comex"
2 November 1960, which granted approval combat expendable platform.
to proceed with a test program as out-
lined in Wright Air Development Division 3. Evaluation of flying qualities
message 28-10-254, dated 29 October (stability and control) of the C-
1960, Subject: Emergency Test Directive 130B aircraft during heavy drop
for C-130 Aerial Delivery System and aerial delivery.
Cargo Containers. The test program, In addition to the original test ob-
titled: "C-130 Dual Rail Aerial Delivery jectives, the following were investi-
System for Heavy Equipment Drop and gated:
Cargo Containers," Project No. 8044,
USAF Priority 2, ARDC Precedence 48A, 1. The Army Quartermaster
oonsists of two parts: Part I - Functional Research and Engineering
Evaluation of Rail Modification for Fixed Command requested that force-
Pin 108-inch Platform Usage for Drops time histories during parachute
from 27, 500 to 35, 000 Pounds; Part II - deployment and opening be
Engineering Tests of Air Force Re- measured in the individual load
Supply Platform for Drops up to 8000 suspension slings and recovery
Pounds. This report constitutes closing parachute risers.
action of Part I of the WADD test pro-
gram, identified locally as FTL-223.

2. WADD requested that a mock-
up be constructed on a test load
to simulate the critical external

PURPOSE dimensions and cg location of an
Army vehicle called the AR/AAV

The original test objectives were: and that the test load be air
dropped. This was done to de-

1. Functional evaluation of a termine whether any aircraft
C-130 aircraft dual rail modi- load-clearance problems could
fication for a fixed pin 108-inch be encountered if this vehicle
platform usage for single unit were air dropped from the C-130B.



2 TEST PROGRAM
TEST ITEMS

Aerial Unloading Kit, Model 4. Increased platform width
AF /A3 ZH-I 1: from 104 inches to 108 inches.

This item was developed by Brooks The item consists of 10 conveyor
and Perkins Incorporated, under frame assemblies and a 5-section
contract No. AF 33(600)-41832. The auxiliary conveyor. A 5-section
item USAF Drawing No. 13376-100 is conveyor frame assembly is mounted on
an improved version of a similar item the aircraft floor at each side of the
developed by the same company under cargo compartment and continuing on
a previous contract and which is not the ramp. The auxiliary conveyor is
standard equipment for the C-130 air- also mounted longitudinally on the air-
craft. This improved aerial unloading craft floor and ramp and is centered
kit provides four main improvements: between the conveyor frame assemblies

(Figure 1). Vertical restraint and
1. Automatic "locking in place" lateral guidance of the aerial delivery
of platform. platforms are provided by the frame

assembly rails. Rollers, in the frame
2. Fixad pin platform usage, assemblies and in the auxiliary conveyor,

provide vertical support and facilitate
3. A maximum single unit-load the loading and extraction of the loaded
capability of 35, 000 pounds. platforms.

FIGURE 1

/
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Latch mechanisms on the rails re- TEST EQUIPMENT
strain the platforms from fore and aft
movement during flight, and can C-130B Aircraft (Modified):
release the platform automatically at
the time of air drop. Platform release A new production model C-130B air-
is accomplished by the application of craft (Serial No. 59-1536) with modified
extraction force to a cable which is ramp support arm brackets (Lockheed
attached to the extraction parachute Line Aircraft Corporation Drawing No.
and to the extraction parachute cable 3400776) was provided by WADD for
release mechanism which in turn these tests. This modification provided
activates the rail latch mechanisms the aircraft with a 35. 000-pound unit-
which disengage the latch hooks from load air drop capability.
the platform pins. An emergency
release system is also provided with
the release handle located at the forward- Weight-Test Platform:
most point of the Left rail.

A weight-test platform (Drawing No.
58H1039) was used as the test load.

"Comex" Platform: The test platforms were ballasted with
iron plates to obtain the desired weight.

The "Comex" combat expendable

platform, USAF Drawing No. 13376-500,
was also developed by Brooks and
Perkins Incorporated, under contract Paper Honeycomb:

number AF 33(600)-41832. This item
consists of panel sections, side rails Layers of paper honeycomb (Stock No.

and accessory fittings. The panels are 1670-753-3928) were used between the

108 inches wide and come in 4-foot weight-test platforms and the "Comex"

sections to allow flexibility in selection platforms to minimize platform damage

of platform length. The panels are of at ground impact and to attain the

sandwich construction with thin aluminum desired cg height for the load.
skins bonded to a foamed-plastic core
and a frame made up of special aluminum
channels. The special extruded aluminum Parachute:
channels used in the panel frame provide
an interlock with the platform side rails. Standard stock listed parachutes were
The side rails are made of extruded used throughout the tests for the ex-
aluminum and are pre-cut to 8-, 12-, traction and recovery of the loads.
16-, 20-, and 24-foot lengths to provide Clusters of 22-foot and 28-foot ring-slot
flexibility in selection of platform Length. parachutes were used for the extraction.
Field assembly is readily accomplished and clusters of G-IIA 100-foot nominal
by installing drive rivets in pre-drilled diameter (Do) cargo parachutes were
holes in the panels and rails. The used to recover the loads.

accessory fittings consist of the platform
restraint pin fittings which engage in the
latches of the aircraft side rails to pro- AR/AAV Mock-Up:
vide fore and aft restraint of loaded plat-
forms, and the cargo tie-down rings. A wooden mock-up was constructed
The accessory fittings are bolted to the of 1/4-inch plywood and secured to the
platm side rails. The only tools test load to si Autoe , 4riticadl eutem
requi" to asseubW & plaMfma a" a dimeasicae ad te Amyt Alt/AAV
hammer for setting the drive rivets and vehicle (Figure 2). The critical
a wrench for attaching the accessory dimensions are: width - 110 inches;
fittings to the platform. Length - 240 inches; height - 86 inches.



FIGURE 2

INSTRUMENTATION

On-Board Direct Recording System: 2. Pitch - A pitch gyro was
mounted on the floor of the cargo

Five kinds of measurements were compartment forward and to the
made by this system which was mounted right side of the Load at approxi-
within the aircraft cargo compartment. mately fuselage station 287 to
They wee: measure pitch change of the C-

130B.
1. Ramp Support Arm Forces -
Strain gages were bonded to the 3. Rate of Pitch - A rate of pitch
right and Left ramp support arms gyro was mounted at approximately
to measure the tensile forces on the same location as the pitch gyro
the arms during the extraction of to measure rate of pitch change of
the loads, the C-I30B.
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4. Accelerations - duplicated in the On-Board Direct
Recording System. This provided an

a. A 10-g accelerometer was alternate source of information in the
located midway between the event of failure of one source.
pilot's rudder pedals to measure
the acceleration of the nose A clevis pack was used to record
section of the C-130B in the the deployment and opening forces of the
vertical plane. individual recovery parachutes. The

package was Located within the load
b. A 10-g accelerometer was coupler; a mechanical device was used
located on the fuselage center- as a mechanical linkage at the confluence
line above the ramp door hinge point where the slings from the platform
point to measure the acceleration and the cluster risers of the recovery
of the tail sectiop of the C-130B parachutes are joined; 30,000-pound
in the vertical plane. strain-gage-type teasiometers were

located on the individual parachute risers.
c. Three accelerometers were
located on the floor of the cargo A platform pack was used to record
compartment slightly to the the forces on each platform suspension
right of the aircraft centerline sling. A 60, 000-pound strain-gage-type
at fuselage station 530 to tensiometer was used on each platform
measure acceleration in three sling. In addition to recording these
axes. A 3-g accelerometer was forces, this package was used to record
used in the vertical axis and a the deceleration force of the platform
2-g accelerometer was used in upon ground impact and to record the
each of the other axes (lateral extraction force on the Last two tests.
and longitudinal).

5. Rate of Extraction of the Load - Photo Tensiometers:
A magnetic reel was used to
measure the rate of extraction of A 30, 000-pound photo tensiometer
load; it was mounted on the floor was also used in each recovery para-
of the cargo compartment just chute cluster riser.
forward of the load.

A 50, 000-pound photo tensiometer
TeLemetry was used to record the extraction force.

Three telemetric packages were used Drop Line:
in the instrumentation of this project.
One package was installed in the C-130 A 300-foot drop Line with a 10-second
aircraft just aft of the right side para- time-delay was attached to the load on
door and designated the On-Board TM all tests to determine the rate of descent
Pack. One package was installed in the of the load just prior to ground impact.
platform load suspension coupler and
designated the Clevis Pack. The third Stopwatches:
package was installed on the load and
designated the Platform Pack. The Drop line and extraction times were
measurements made by each telemetric measured by hand-operated stopwatches.
package were as follows:

The On-Board TM Pack was used to Cinetheodolite:
record the rate of extraction of the load
and to record the tensile forces on the Cinetheodolite coverage was used as
ramp support arms during extraction of an alternate source to determine the
the load. All measurements made by rate of change of pitch of the aircraft
the On-Board Telemetric Package were and pitch angle.

5



Photographic Coverage: TEST PROCEDURES

Two 16mm cameras were used in The aerial unloading kit was installed
the test aircraft; one was mounted in in the C-130B aircraft and checked for
the flight compartment to photograph proper fit and ease of installation.
the pilot's instrument panel during the Further checks were made to establish
tests and one was hand-held in thecarg copartentto potoraphthethe degree of difficulty in loading and
cargo compartment to photograph the securing the "Comex" platforms in the

rail system. Upon completion of these

One 16mm movie camera was located ground checks, eight aerial drop tests
in a chase plane to photograph the ex- were conducted to determine operational

traction of the load. and reliability characteristics of the
aerial unloading kit and the "Comex"

One 16mm movie camera and one platforms.

70mm sequence still camera were All drop tests were made' from the
located on the ground to photograph modified C-130B aircraft flying at an
each test. indicated airspeed of 130 or 150 knots

and at an altitude of 5000 feet above the
On the last two tests, ahovering drop area. A half-flap setting was used

helicopter was used to photograph the for all drop tests and the throttle setting
extraction and parachute deployment; remained constant throughout each drop
one 70mm sequence still camera and after the level flight setting was attained
one 16mam movie camera were used, upon approaching the drop zone. On each

test the pilot attempted to prevent pitch-
up of the aircraft during the extraction
of the load by applying forward pressure
on the elevator control as soon as he
could detect a cg shift.

During each test the pilot carefully
evaluated the flying qualities (stability
and control) of the aircraft.

The gross weight of the loads ranged
from approximately 28, 300 pounds to
35,010 pounds. An 18.5-foot weight-
test platform was used on all drops as
the test load since actual vehicles or
other drop items were not available.
Twelve layers of paper honeycomb were
used between the weight-test platform
and the 24-foot "Comex" platform on
each test to minimize damage to the load
on ground impact and to attain an AR/
AAV vehicle cg location. The height of
cg of the load was approximately 45 inches
above the top surface of the "Comex"
platform and at approximately the center
of the weight-test platform on all tests.
Standard rigging techniques and compo-
nents were used as much as possible.
Figure 3 shows the rigging and compo-
nents used on the first two tests (2364F-
60).
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Deviations made on later tests are loaded parachutes and thus increaseas follows: the probability of a successfulrecovery of the load. The break-
1. On tests 2410F-60, 2411F-60, tie bridles were also used to
2441F-60, 001OF-61 and 0011F- minimize damage to the G-IIA
61 seven G-I IA parachutes with parachute by providing a more
120-foot cluster risers were used, uniform opening.
and the reefing line length of the
G-IIA parachutes was increased 2. On test 2433F-60 six G-11A
to 40-foot from the standard 20- parachutes with 40-foot reefing
foot length. Also on these tests and 2-second cutters were used to
a folded 50-foot length bridle with recover the load. The break-tie
25 break-ties consisting of one bridles were also used on this test.
turn of 550-pound tensile strength
nylon suspension line spaced at 3. On tests OO1OF-61 and 0011F-
2-foot intervals was attached to 61 a 50, 000-pound strain-gage-type
the standard web collar on the tensiometer was used in place of
apex area of the G-IIA para- the photo-tensiometer to record
chutes. The other end of the the extraction force.
bridle was permanently attached
to the deployment bag system. The AR/AAV mock-up was used on
The longer reefing line length tests 2410F-60, 2411F-60 and 2433F-
was used for the purpose of 60. Figure 2 (page 4 ) shows the
decelerating the load sufficiently mock-up secured to the load prior to
before the overloaded G-lIA loading and Figure 4 shows the load
parachutes were allowed to open with the mock-up secured within the
fully. Experience gained from aircraft. Close observations were made
previous test programs indicated during loading and extracting to detect
the change would aid in reducing any indications of aircraft/load
the damage sustained by the over- interference.

FIGURE 4
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The design of the Aerial Unloading
Kit is such that the automatic release
of the platform from the rail latch as-
semblies occurs when the extraction
line exerts a pull of approximately 250
pounds. Forces greater than this are
often generated prior to complete deploy-
ment of the extraction parachute. This
would allow the platform to begin rolling
aft in the aircraft prior to the opening of
the extraction parachute. To prevent
this occurrence two break-ties of one
turn each of 3000-pound nylon tape were
run from the forward end of the platform
to tie-down rings on the floor of the
aircraft cargo compartment. These
were stretched and broken when the
extraction force exceeded their breaking
strength.

3 TEST RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

The results of the ground checks 2. Litter stanchions will not seat
performed prior to aerial drop tests are due to the proximity of the rollers
as follows: The modified aerial unload- at station 535 (Ring D-15) and
ing kit, except for minor discrepancies, station 350 (Ring D-6).
fits properly in the C-130B aircraft and
can easily be handled and installed by 3. Phillips-head screws, which
two men without special tools. No are used to attach the rail
difficulty was encountered in the rigging extensions to the conveyor frame
or loading of the "Comex" platform and assemblies, become damaged
the feature of the aerial unloading kit and are hard to remove after
that provides for automatic "locking in several installations.
place" of the platform during loading
was operationally efficient. The following 4. Floor plates around tie-down
deficiencies were noted during installation recess es arounte-don
of the aerial unloading kit in the C-130B recesses cause the center conveyor
aircraft:

1. The bottom hinges and hinge 5. The extraction line tie-down
1.Tebto ine n ig tab at ring 30D is covered by the

attachments on the landing gear centr conieyor.

inspection plexiglass doors at center conveyor.

station 520 and 580 left and right 6. The location and position of
side of the fuselage prohibit the cocking handle of the extraction
installation and lockdown of four parachute cable release mechanism
sections of conveyor; Section 3LH, is such that it can be damaged and
Section 4 RH, Section 5LH and ct caus e dimgerond
Section 6 RH. can cause tripping of personnel.

9



7. Several of the small chains the shank of each cable pivot was drilled
which attach the tie-down washers and cotter pins were used in place of

the snap rings to secure the cable pivotsto te cnveor cossmemersto the latch actuating levers.
extend across the tops of the

conveyor cross members wherethey can be damaged-or torn off. The second malfunction resulted in
ground impact of the load prior to full

8. The locking detent pin handles opening of the recovery parachutes.
on the latches are located where This was caused by the failure of the
they can be easily damaged. spring-loaded knife assembly to sever
Some were found to have a tendency the extraction line from the load at the
to bind and were hard to operate time the load cleared the aircraft ramp.

Since deployment of the recovery para-

9. During operation, the extraction chutes is also dependent upon this
line can be damaged by contact function, the deployment of these para-
with the exposed sharp edges and chutes was delayed until the knife as-

sembly finally functioned at an altitudeframe assemblies and on the that precluded a normal recovery of the
auxiliary conveyor load. Upon ground impact the "Comex"

platform was destroyed; however, the

10. Safety belts or other items in test load and instrumentation equipment
the aircraft can become entangled on the load sustained only minor damage.
with the latch release cables andcause a premature release of the During testing with loads of 35, 000larm ae rpounds (gross weight) it was noted thatplatform. the bottom of the "Comex" platforms

The aerial drop tests were conducted were contacting the top surfaces of some

without incident except on test 2441F-60. of the conveyor cross members during
On this test two separate malfunctions extraction. Due to the flexibility of the
occurred. The first malfunction resulted "Comex" platform it tends to sag between
in the failure of one latch assembly to the conveyor rows to varying degrees
disengage the platform upon deployment depending upon the loads applied and
of the extraction parachutes. A snap manner of rigging. This condition could
ring which is used to secure the cable cause the platform to become jammed
pivot to the actuating level of the latch within the aircraft during extraction or
assembly had fallen off during flight impose cnveyconcentrated force on
and allowed the cable pivot to dis- a single conveyor cross member with
engage from the actuating lever. This resulting damage to the conveyor as-

severed the connection between the sembly, aircraft floor, and platform.
release cable and the latch assembly It was also noted that the manner in
anprevaenbed the ormalh relaseb owhich the load tie-down chains areand prevented the normal release of the tensioned is an important factor in thislatch assembly upon deployment of the problem. Uniform tensioning of the
extraction parachutes. It is estimated chains on each side of the load is re-
that approximately 2 seconds elapsed quired. It is understood that the contrac-
after full deployment of the extraction tor is aware of this problem and that
parachutes until a crew member the conveyor cross members on the
released the platforrp by operating production model of the aerial unloading
the manual emergency release system. kit will be tapered sufficiently to prevent
During this period the airspeed dropped any contact between the platform and the
from 150 knots IAS to approximately conveyor cross members due to the
130 knots. No recording of the extrac- flexing of the platform.
tion force was obtained on this test, but
it is estimated that the peak force During the tests the validity of the
exceeded 40, 000 pounds. This is based force measurements on the ramp support
on the recorded forces obtained on arms was questioned. The recorded
later tests. Prior to continuing tests, forces did not seem reliable in view of

10



the forces obtained during a previous If test 2441F-60 is disregarded
test program where similar loads were (platform destroyed due to a malfunction),
dropped from a C-130A aircraft. To 69 percent (I the platform panels dropped
resolve this question, static loading were reusable without repairs. Some
tests were conducted on the ramp. The panels were used as many as three times.
results of the static tests showed that Table I gives a summalry of "Comex"
the force measurements obtained on the platform recovery information. The drop
ramp suppo~rt arms were reliable but area was level hard adobe covered with
that the ramp hydraulic rams were also a shallow layer of sandy top soil which
supporting a portion of the load. No was wind drifted to an uneven surface
determination could be made during this condition. Figure 5 shows a part of the
test program uf the forces sustained by drop area and a typical load after drop.
the ramp hydraulic rams during aerial
drop tests.

TABLE I SUMMARY OF PLATFORM RECOVERY INFORMATION

N'.ob.r f So.p..'.d P1.Ifo.-
G - IA R.. L..d R.I. of I.o.t C -o~ PI.fo.o P ... I s.-i Non.b.r. .d P-.o~u C,,d.

ODop N.. IOO-Y Wright D D*......o
____ P.-W02.. lb, (1 . Aj 107 137 110 008 111 130 106 019 1311 106 116 006 002 123 104 009 J0s 105 103 186 114 113 151 183 173 048 190 196 198 082 076 136 R-,k,6

2364F.60 6 Z6,054 27.8 9.9 N N N N N N So.o- Sn 5 k.o...

Z365F.60 6 28,0134 28.1 9. V R 10 N X0 N -1oo .o. 3, k ..

Wo4 F-60 7 30,864 20.8 02. V X X 10 R 10 P0.doIn 00211-4 1*o~ ."

roil b-10. Sort... iod 14 k0..

24110F.60 7 3Z,.409 Z6. 9 00.3 t - - id

2433F.60 6 32, 006 38.1 --- 10 R N N R N Nooo. -f- od.

0440F.60 7 32. 409 10 ' X 0 X 0 X 0 X P1R020,w ~ d 02 . . .. ro prior 1o

001000.61 7 32,409 Z5.2 z - N N N N R N S-10.. wIol 00 k.....

-Cd. N -No d-.og
R L~86s donso bo .o. . S -th- r,pasr

X0 D" D assd b~yond rrP&,r
*oCorseolI, NACA .5sd-rdastmoph- t .. 1-1e
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Tables II through XIV give force-time 1. Light Damage - reusable
histories of the recovery parachutes and without repair.
platform suspension slings. On test
2411F no parachute forces were obtained 2. Medium Damage - economically
and on test 2441F neither the parachutes repairable.
nor platfornm suspension sling forces
were obtained. The extent of damage 3. Heavy Damage - not eco-
sustained by each parachute is also given nomically repairable but re-
in these tables. The following four mained inflated.
general evaluative classifications of
damage 'e used: 4. Destroyed - not economically

repairable and did not remain
infltated.

TABLE 11
DROP NO.: 224dP-4
DATES 14 DECEMBER I940
RECOVERY PARACHUTES. & G-IIA
G-I IA RKEINGs 20 PT., 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTES% CLUSTER OF
ONE 22-PT. AND ONE 2t- FT. RING-SLOT
LOAD GROSS WEIGHT: 28,300 LBS.

DROP SPEED: 130 KIAS
DROP ALTITUDE: SOOW PT.

is SERIAL NO0.. 32-N"U
DAMAGE, MEDIUM

SERIAL NO., 51.4W2
DAMAGE A9DIUMi

11.010SERIAL NoD.. 51-340e

10 DAMAGE. MEDIUM

SERIAL No., S1-J327
DAMAGE LIGHT

SERIAL 00', 31-SM2
DAMAGE. MEDIUM

SAL 106. 1I-3411
00 ~DAMASE1, LEN!T

S4 0 13 14 30

'PLATFORM CLEARANCE OF AIRCRAFT RAMP USED AS ZERO REFERENCE. TME- (SEC.)

FORCE VERSUS TOE HISTORIS OF C-IA RECOVERY PARACHUTES

12



TABLE III
DROP NO. 23160-48
DATE, I4 DECEMBER 1940
RECOVERY PARACHUTESt 64- G-1 A
0-1I A REEPINGe 20 FT., 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTESt CLUSTER OF
ONE 22-PT. AMD ONE 28-PT. RING-SLOT
LOAD GROSS WEIGHTo 28,300 LBS.
DROP SPEEDs 130 KIAS
DROP ALTITUDE: 50ON FT.

2_________________ ____________________________________

Is

I ENTORWD SLING

S

120 CENRAR SLING

Is 
AF SLIING

* LTOR L AEOACATRAPUDASZOREEEC. IE*(C)
FOC0ESSTM ITRE FCh EOEYPRCUE
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TABLE IV
DROP NO.: 2365F-60
DATE. 16 DECEMBER 1962
RECOVER PARACHUTES. 6 G-IA
G- I A REEFINGi 20 FT., 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTESs CLUSTER OF
ONE 22-FT. AND ONE 28"T. RING SLOT
LOAD GROSS WEIGHT. 30,190 LBSS.
DROP SPEED# 130 KIAS
DROP ALTITUDE, 5,000

I 1406DAMAGE. MEDIUM

SERIAL NO'. 31-9242

Is40 DAMAGE. LIGHT

IfDAMAGE, NONE
&,No

SEIAL NO.. 51-5722

IS PA0CHUES DAMAGE. LIGHT

14



TABLE V
DROP No., 2365F-60
DATEs 16 DECEMBER 19"
RECOVERY PARACHUTES, 6 0-11A
6-hIA REEPINGs 20 FT., 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTES& CLUSTER OP
ONE 22-FT. AND ONE 26-FT. RING SLOT
LOAD GROSS WEIGHTs 30,180 LBS.
DROP SPEEDi 130 KIAS
DROP ALTITUDEi 5,000 FT.

20

is . 12,300 CENTER SLING

Is 1,000CENTER SLING

10

~1

9o AFT SLING

11,200FORWARD SLING

PLATFORM CLEARENCE Of AIRCRAFT RAMP USED AS ZERO REFERENCE. TIMIE- (SEC.)



TABLE VI
DR op No., 241OF-60
DATEt 20 DECEMBER 1960
RECOVERY PARACHUTESt 7G- IIA
G-IIA REEFINGs 40 FT. 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTES: CLUSTER
OF TWO 28-FT. RING-SLOTS
LOAD GROSS WEIGHT, 33,465 LBS.
DROP SPEED: 130 KIAS
DROP ALTITUDE: 5,000 FT

SERIAL NO., 51-1390
DAMAGE, NONE

NOFREECORD OBTAINED SERIAL No., 5,-1421j DAMAGE, HONE

SERIAL No., 51-11IP
DAMAGE. ONlE

isSERIAL 04O., 51-1437

ADAMAGE, NOME

M.s6,0

SERIAL NO., SI~I3fl

Is140DAMAGE, NONE

NO FNCERECRD BTANEDSERIAL NO., 5u..12A6

is____________OBTAINED__ DAMAGE, MEDIUM

SERIAL NO., 51.-I07
DAMAGEA" NONE

PLAYPORM CLEARINCE OF ACRAFT RAW US AS ZERO REFERENCE. TIME* (SEC.)

FORCE VERSS TIME HISTORIES Of C-hIA RECOVERY PARACHUTES
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TABLE VII
DROP NO,e 241 1F-6
DATEi 23 DECEMBER 1960
RECOVERY PARACHUTES, 7 G-1 IA
G- I A REEFINGe 40 FT., 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTES: CLUSTER
OF TWO 28-FT. RING-SLOTS.
LOAD GROSS WEIGHT, 35,010 LBS.
DROP SPEED, 130 ICIAS
DROP ALTITUDE, 5,000 FT.

AFTE SLING

Is

20
Is 1,500AFT SLING

FRAR SLING

Is 12,000

PLATFORM ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ FRWR CLAECSFLICATRMPUEISZRONGRNE TN'(E.

FORCE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ FRWR VESSTMEHSOISIFPAFOMSSESINSIG
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TABLE V11I
DROP NO.: 2433P-60
DATE: 30 DECEMBER 1960
RECOVERY PARACHUTES 6 G-1 IA
G-IIA REEFING: 20 FT., 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTESt CLUSTER OF
ONE 22-FT. AND ONE 23-T. RING SLOT
LOAD GROSS WEIGHT: 35,010 LBS.
DROP SPEED: 130 KIAS
DROP ALTITUDE: 5,000 FT

SERIAL. NO.. 51-411
DAMAGE, LIGHT

SERIAL NO.. 51-1011
DAMAGE, NONE

SERIAL NO., 51-130
DAMAGE. LIGHT

li I 
I 

1

0 FORCE RECORD OBTAINED ISERIAL H~ 5 -1421

1& 1j AMAGE,o ME DIUM

SERIAL NO.. 51-42
DAMAGE, DESTROYED

SERIAL NO. 51-1037
1000DAMAGE,0 M EDIUM

*4 N2 IS N

PLATFORM CLIAMENCE OF AIRCRAFT RAMP USED AS ZERO REFERENCE. TIME' (SEC.)

FORCE VERSUS TIME HISTORIES OF G-IIA RECOVERY PARACHUTES
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TABLE IX
DROP NO.. 2433F-60
DATEi 30 DECEMBER 1960
RECOVERY PARACHUTES: 6 G-1IIA
G-IIA REEFINGi 20 FT., 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTES& CLUSTER OF
ONE 22-FT. AND ONE 28-FT. RING SLOT
LOAD GROSS WEIGHTi 35,010 LBS
DROP SPEED: 130 KlAS
DROP ALTITUDEi 5,000 FT.

CENTER SLING

20

20

Is1,40AT LN

I0

20

20

00

11,000FORWARD SUNG

04 a 12 16

*PLATFORtM CLEARENCE OF AIRCRAFT RAMP USED AS ZERO REFERENCE. TIME* (SEC.)

FORCE VERSUS TIME HISTORIES OF PLATFORM SUSPENSION SLINGS
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TABLE X
DROP NO.: 241OF-60
DATEs 20 DECEMBER 1560
RECOVERY PARACHUTESi 7G-1 I,
6-IIA REEFINqj 40 FT., 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTES: CLUSTER
OF TWO 28-FT. RING-SLOTS
LOAD GROSS WEAGHT: 33,465 LBS.
DROP SPEED:i 130 ICIAS
DROP ALTITUDE: 5,000 FT.

15,000 CNE LN

Is[ 3,0 CENTER SLING

F10,100 AFT SLING
o 10-

5

01 20

0

1090

4s 11,000 __________ FORWARD SLING

20

L100 FORWARD SLING

S 4 612 16

PLATFORM CLEARENCE OF AIRCRAFT RAMP USED AS ZERO REFERENCE. TIME* (SEC.)

FORCE VERSUS TINE HISTORIES OF PLATFORM SUSPENSION SLINGS
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TABLE X1
DROP NO.s OOIOF-61
DATES 16 JANUARY 1960
RECOVERY PARACHUTES: 7 G-1 IA
G- IIA REEFINGi 40 FT._ ;!SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTESs CLUSTER
OF TWO 28-FT. RING-SLOTS
LOAD GROSS WEIGHTo 35,010 LBS.
DROP SPEEDi 150 KIAS
DROP ALTITUDE, 5,000 FT.

0

Is SERIAL MO.. 5 1 -1282

SERIAL NO., 51-1432
10843DAKAGE, NONE

0

IsSERIAL NG.. 51-1450

91oDAMAGE, MEDIUM

0
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TABLE X11
DROP NO., OOIOF-61
DATEs 16 JANUARY 1961
RECOVERY PARACHUTES: I G-IIA
G-IIA REEFINGs 40 FT., 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTES: CLUSTER
OF TWO 26-FT. RING-SLOTS
LOAD GROSS WEIGHTo 35,010 LBS.
DROP SPEED: 150 KIAS
DROP ALTITUDEs 5,000 FT,

14,300

CENTER SLING

39

is 1,0

10 CENTER SLING

J

20

I 1 NO FORCE OBTAINEDAFSLN

00

86 9,500AFT SLING

FORWARD SLING

20

e Is

Io~so$FORWARD SLING

04

PLATFORM CLIARINCII OF AIRCRAFT RAMP USED AS 14R0 REFIRNCE, TI* (SIC.)
FORCE VERSUS TIME HISTORIES OF PLATFORM SUSPENSION SLINGS
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TABLE XIII

DROP NO.. IF-41
DATEs 19 JANUARY I%1
RECOVERY PARACHUTES, 7 G-IIA
G-IIA REEFING: 40 FT.. 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTES: CLUSTER
OF TWO 28-FT. RING-SLOTS.
LOAD GROSS WEIGHTs 3L,010LOS.
DROP SPEED: 150 KIAS
DROP ALTITUDE: 5,000 FT.

20
16,40

SERIAL NO.. 51-124610 DAMAGE, MEDIUM

20

Is 12,0

|0 SERIAL NO.. 51-1480
DAMAGE, MEDIUM

SERIAL NO., 51- 1176
10 DAMAGE, MEDIUM

'7 20

A 0 SERIAL MO., 51-138110 
DAMAGE, LIGHT

U.

20

isI, S SERIAL 00., 51-1 21

10 10 DAMAGE. ME DIUM

I- 12,000
SERIAL NO, 51-1102

I DAMAGE. NONE

20

CEis~ OTIE SERIAL NO. 51-1218
10 !OCORD 0TAINED DAMAGE, MEDIUM

PLATFOl CLIAXII( INOF AiCItAFT RAM LiSD AS Z9IO RIFIENCE, TIME* (SE[C.)
FORCE VERSUS TIME HISTORIES OF G-11A RECOVERY PARACHUTES
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TABLE XIV
DROP NO., OOI1P-61
DATE: 19 JANUARY 1961
RECOVERY PARACHUTES, 1G-1 IA
G-IIA REEPINGi 40 FT., 2 SEC.
EXTRACTION PARACHUTESs CLUSTER
OF TWO 28 -PT. RING SLOTS.
LOAD GROSS WEIGHT: 35,010 LBS.
DROP SPEEDt 1S0 KIAS
DROP ALTITUDE: 5,000 FT.

No FORCE RECORD OBTAINED I CENTER SLING

IS CENTER SLING

Is -12,100 AFT SLING

I

21

Is1210 AFT SLING

0

No FORCE RECORD OBTAINED FOR WARD SLING

12,500FORWARD SLING

* 4 12I 1

*PLATFORM CLEARENCE OF AIRCRAFT RAMP USED AS ZERO REFERENCE. TIME* (SEC.)

FORCE VERSUS TINE HISTORIES OF PLATFORM SUSPENSION SLINGS
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The A.R/AAV wooden mock-up did was maintained within plus or minus 6
not present any problem. No aircraft knots except on test 2441IF-60 where the
Load interference was noted at any time, airspeed fell off 20 knots in 2 seconds

due to the malfunction. On all tests the
Five different pilots flew the aircraft drop altitude was maintained to within

during the test program and all agreed plus or minus 60 feet during platform
that there was no evidence of stability extraction.
or control problems. On all tests the
aircraft was in a stable flight attitude From visual observations of the tests,
with no noticeable yaw or bank at the it was determined that the application of
time the extraction cycle was initiated, forward elevator control by the pilot did
Ttie gross weight of the loaded aircraft not entirely prevent pitch-up of the air-
ranged from 122, 944 pounds to craft during extraction of the load on the
132, 944 pounds. No turbulence was tests. Since cinetheodolite data was not
encountered during any of the drop tests. obtained during some of the tests and
The calculated ratio of extraction force because of failure of the pitch and rate
to load gross weight ranged between . 8 of pitch gyros on some tests, an
to 1. 2 for the tests conducted. The accurate determination of the pitch
extraction times ranged from 3. 1 to attitude of the aircraft just prior to,
4. 2 seconds with exception of test during, and immediately following the
2441F-60 where the malfunction delayed drop could not be made for all tests.
the normal extraction cycle. On the However, sufficient data was obtained
first five tests which included two during tests 2441F-60, 0010F-61, and
35, 000-pound drops, the airspeed was 001IF-61 to determine accurately the
130 knots indicated and was maintained pitch attitude of the aircraft on these
within plus or minus 2 knots throughout tests.
the drop cycle. On the last three tests
which were all 35, 000-pound drops, the Table XV gives a summary of test
airspeed was 150 knots indicated and information and results.

TABLE XV - SUJMART Or TEST mORMATlONd AND RESULTS
All tests Wee Me treat C-1l3 A.,raft (SiN 59.1136) a an-s. t

attitude al SOOO tooislurre the too, are Aile i- bOial.. Ale- craft Pitch As- Majaoe A - A.osre-
G.... Gross Eitsleael Velocity f Rates Sup- craft Pi... (eI P11.0i tit." During cheap IC l..lAa.~ala
Wright Wesight P.ecebcit. Eaxeaci.. KLrecl.- PId.r as perl Ame Attitue Atilue During Alecraeft 5000.0e Airerail Nos Causer ad Creler of AicraftA Tall

Airspeed Aircrca Lead No. :o r,e Twoe it L.-. Ale- Fre.... prior to Deop After Drep Pitch Attitude, (VieclecI) Vertical Losalettidaa Laeral (Vertical)
DeN. AS-I lb lbIa ... lb !a 0*9 Leal-ftac lb Deep -. tea do , 4 .L a L. a

2364F-60 130 131.294 U. 300 Clost~er .1.. 4.1 00.0 Loll 13, 100 .. ca0. se. 0.57 0."8 0 3.41
&$-fiel .1e Itile IS. 000 to0 to $0 to. I
said I .c. ia-I,
'l'S de IM .e0 0.7 0.09 0 0 0.40

asOOF-60 ISO 125,074 30. 100 Closter a.1 1 3. 43.S Lf I Z'~9 zoo to. 05 0 toll i
so-Il el. .1. Right0 14. 000
and I .c. 22-41
el,05 let .. c *e e0.9 0.90 0 * 0.2?

Z41OF-0 IS0 10.919 Mass4 Close., c. 4.0 43.0 Loll 9,7?SO ... to. 09 to." to.i
a-I e11t 'Ill ". Rega 11.01"

241 lF-60 ISO 127.144 33,.010 Clcoster alZ a. 0 3.6 4S.0 et .4i "a10 .e e.. ..... 0.00 0.7* 0 0 ..

Za-fl rise %jae. algal is. 100 to.0o to.go

ao3sr-bO It0 130.619 35,.010 Clust~eraI ... . 4.a 00.0 Left 20.Ooo00* ... ... ... 0.72 098 0 0.071 1.95
24U- it iee.e. Riee .1 iI" to0 D0 to. " +G.0 $I o.a

1441r-60 .00 131.944 35. 010 Cluse. 1 1i .... 1. z Sa. Loll 0.400 a2o .00 ..z 1.7s 11.00 0.$% 3.3so 0 0.00 0.40
"ris-e tlests .All ao. 3" t0.0 44 t.30a t0.01 to.a

00 1orF.61 1 s 121. %44 3S.0 10 Cluster d Z as. 30.700- 4.0 00.0 Lell 10.100 1.70 4.79 0.00 4.a5 0.00 I. AS 0 0.19 0.40
_"0.1t "asg "I.e Rigot IS.a to. e to.0s to.0 $11. i

00OIIf-1Ol AZT, 7aO. 35,010 Clae. 1 soaa 39.000 3.9 00.0 Lade 12,00S i.00 7.19 1.00 0.00 0.70 1.10 0 0.30 1.70

*000 euraol 0".eae Righ 11,0 3b0l toll to.eis

.*...i110000 8" 4114.004 S. 90.0 a.ee...i i.0.eke8Me.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are drawn of the extraction parachute

from the tests under the conditions cable release mechanism
tested: from damage.

1. The Aerial Unloading Kit, 2. The 24-foot "Comex" platform
Model AF/A32H-I, although is suitable for air drops of unit-
generally functionally suitable loads of from 27, 500 to 35, 000
for usage with the 108-inch pounds.
"Comex" platform for drops
in the range of 27, 500 to 35, 000 3. Although no stability or
pounds, should not be accepted control problems were encountered
for operational use until modifi- and no evidence of structural
cations are accomplished to: damage to the aircraft became

apparent during these tests,
a. Prevent the platform from adequate instrumentation of the
contacting the conveyor cross aircraft was not available for the
members during loading and tests to determine if any flight
extraction. safety conditions may exist from

exceeding the design limitations
b. Provide protection covers of the aircraft when air dropping
for the release cables. unit loads with weights ranging

from 27, 500 to 35, 000 pounds.
c. Provide positive locking
attachments to secure the re- 4. The results of the tests indicate
lease cable pivots to the latch that the AR/AAV vehicle could be
actuating levers, air dropped from a C-130B aircraft

without encountering any aircraft
d. Protect the cocking handle load-clearance problems.

I'6
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